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Let Gi = (V, , VT, P, Xi) be a linear context-free grammar with the 
nonterminals V, , the terminals V, , the start symbol Xi , and a special produc- 
tion system P _C V, x (V,V, u VT). The stack size S,(T) of a derivation tree 7 
generated by Gi is the maximum number of nodes in the stack during postorder 
traversing of Q-. We give an explicit formula for the average stack size S,(n) of a 
derivation tree with n leaves that are labeled by terminals and show that SJn) 
has an asymptotic behavior of the form g<(n) = SF?)(n) + F?‘(n) + 0( l/n) (<n), 
where the functionsF:i’(n) andFc)(n)are quotients of trigonometric polynomials. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The height of a tree with rz nodes, that is, the number of nodes on a maximal 
simple path starting at the root, is of interest in computing because it represents 
the maximum size of the stack used in algorithms that traverse the tree. De Bruijn 
et al. (1972) have computed the average height of planted plane trees with n 
nodes assuming that all n-node trees are equally likely. In this paper we shall 
consider an analogous problem. In particular we consider the derivation trees 
with n leaves generated by a context-free linear grammar in a special Chomsky- 
normalform. 
Let Gi = (V, , V, , P, Xi) be a context-free grammar in Chomskynormal- 
form with the set of nonterminals vN : = {Xi 1 0 < j < N} the set of terminals 
Vr : = {aj / 0 < J’ < t}, the start symbol Xi E V, , and the production system 
P C I’, x ( VNVN u VT). The set of derivation trees with root Xi E V, and 
‘1~ leaves that are labeled by terminals is denoted by Ti(n), the cardinality of 
Ti(n) by t,(n). Given a derivation tree 7 E Ti(n) the stack size S,(T) is recursively 
defined by 
&(7):=if17[ =2 then 1 
else if S,(T,) > S?(T~) then S,(T,) eke S,(T,) + 1; 
where (Xi , X,X?) E P and or E T,(m) (resp. ~a E T,(n - m)), rl2 E [l : n - 11, 
is the left (resp. right) subtree of 7; 1 7 / is the number of nodes of the tree 7. 
S,(T) is the maximum number of nodes stored in the stack during postorder 
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traversing o f ,  E Ti(n). The set of all derivation trees T a Ti(n) with a stack size 
Si(.r) = k is denoted by Hi(n , k), the cardinality of Hi(n, k) by hi(n, k). Since 
hi(n, k) -~ 0 for k > n, the average stack size Si(n) of a tree ~- ~ Ti(n ) is defined by 
S~(n) =0 iff ti(n ) =0 
1 -- ~ khi(n, k) iff ti(n) ~ 0 
ti(n) U=I 
(1) 
In  Section I I  we shall give a general approach to the computation of ,-qi(n) for 
any context-free grammar in Chomskynormalform (CFGC). Since in the general 
case it seems to be a difficult problem to compute Si(n) we consider only linear 
grammars (called LCFGC)  with the following types of productions: P _C 
V N X (VNY k.) YV  N k.) VT) , where Y is a subset of VN with: if X a Y and 
(X, wl) , (X, w2) are two X-productions, then w 1 ~--- w~ a V T . For such grammars 
it is possible to compute Si(n) of a derivation tree ~- ff Ti(n ) in the general case. 
In Section I I I  we examine the asymptotic behavior of Si(n) and show that the 
average stack size of a tree ~- a Ti(n ) of a LCFGC Gi has an asymptotic repre- 
sentation of the form 
,~i(n) = nF~i)(n) @ F~i)(n) @ O(l/n) ( ~.~ n), 
where F~i)(n) and F~i}(n) are quotients of trigonometric polynomials in n. 
I I .  THE COMPUTATION OF THE AVERAGE STACK SIZE 
Let G i = (VN, VT, P, Xi) be a CFGC.  A notational shorthand which is 
quite useful for representing a set of productions i  to use 
k 
X- , -  ~ w~ 
j=l 
to denote the productions (X, wj) ~ P, 1 ~ j ~ k. A production with the left 
side X a VN is called an X-production. 
LEMMA 1. Let Gw -= (VN , VT , P, Xw) be a CFGC and let 
mw nw 
j=l j=l 
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with at~ e Vx , 1 ~ j ~ no, Xtj , X~ ~ V N , 1 ~ j ~ mo , be a production in P. 
If 
Fi(z) := 2 ti(n) zn 
n>~l 
is the generating function of the numbers ti(n) and 
Ci(zl k):= Z Bi( n, k) z" 
n>/1 
is the generating function of the numbers Bi(n , k) :=  ~2 jk l  hi(n, j), then we get 
m~ 
(a) Fo(z) = noZ -~ ~ Fz,(z)F~,(z), 
j=l  
(b) Go(z, 1) = noz, 
mw 
adz ,  k) = noz + ~ c,,(z, k) a~,(., k - 11 for k > 2. 
J= l  
Proof. (a) If  Gw is unambiguous, Fw(z ) is the structure-generating function 
of Kuich (19701. I f  Go is ambiguous, an inspection of Theorem 2 of Kuich (1970) 
shows that Fo(z ) yields the generating function of the numbers to(n ). 
(b) Since r ~ H~(n, A) iff Xo -+ X,X~ ~ P, % E H,(n -- m,j), % ~ Hr(m, i) 
with j  =A and 1 ~<i<~A- -  1 or 1 ~<j~<A- -  1 and i=A- -1 ,  1 <~m ~< 
n --  1, for all Xo-productions, we obtain all derivation trees r with a stack size 
S~(r) ~< k by taking 
(i) all trees r e T~(1), giving the contribution wz, 
(ii) all trees r ~ Ho(n, ;~), 2 <~ ;~ <~ k, giving the contribution 
k ,gO, w 
~ [Gz,(z, A) - -  Gz~(z, A --  1)] G~j(z, A - -  1) 
A=2 J= l  
k ~z w 
q- ~ ~ Gz,(z, a -- 1)[G~,(z, ,I - -  11 --  G~j(z, a -- 2/]. 
a=2 j= l  
The sum of all contributions in (i) and (ii) yields to statement (b). 
It is not hard to see that expressions 
n--t 
Si(n) = n ti(n ) ~ Bi(n, k) (2) 
k~l  
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and 
with 
&(n) = n + 1 
ti(n) 
(3) 
1 dn ~ z=o "(~) - ~! az-  a , (z ,  k) 
k=l 
are equivalent o expression (1). 
EXAMPLE. We consider the CFGC G o = (VN, VT, P, Xo) with VN := 
{Xj I 0 ~ j ~ 6}, l/~ := {a, b, c} and the productions 
X 0 ~ 2122,  X 3 --+ a, 
X~ ~ XsX~ + c, X~ ~ c, 
X 6 ~ X1X 4 . 
The language generated by G O is ~LP = {W'b ~ I n >/ 1} • c +. With Lemma 1 
we get 
z a 1 3 ,~ 
n) l  
and 
Go(z) =Fo(Z)(1 -z~-1)(1 - z~-2) .  
We obtain with (3) 
where 
dn z=0 
Uo(n) - n! a£  J ( z )  ' 
1 1 1 ] 
f ( z )  =Fo(z ) n 1 - - z  1 - - z  ~ 1 - - z  3 '  
and therefore 
1 23 1~ 2 2~(n- -  3) uo(n ) = n2- -~n- - ]~+ ( - -1)~-a(2n+ 1)+~cos  3 
Hence 
&(n) = n + 1 
uo(n ) 7 
to(n ) 12 
5 1 4 1 + 2 cos(2~r(n -- ~)/3 
n + g + N (--1)" - -  9 2n ~ g - - - - (Z - l f  
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and asymptotically 
5 2~(_1) . .  G(n) = 7 n + g + 
In the general case it seems to be a difficult problem to compute the average 
stack size of a derivation tree of any CFGC. An inspection of the results of 
De Bruij net al. (1972) shows that the calculation of S0(n) for the simple grammar 
Y o --~ XoX o q -a  needs special analytic methods, because this problem is 
equivalent to the computation of the average height of planted plane trees with 
n nodes. In the following we shall regard linear context-free grammars G~, with 
the types of productions P C V N × (VnY  k3 YV  N k) VT) , where Y :~ 
{XaV NI(X,wl)  EPA(X ,w2)~P~w 1 ~-w 2aVw}. In this case we can 
compute the average stack size in general. Given a LCFGC Gj = (V N , V T , P, 
X~-)withVN-~{Xi[0 ~ i ~ X}, we define the two (N + 1 - -  IY I ,  N+ 1 - -  
I Y ])-matrices A R = (Ri~) (resp. A L = (Lit)) by 
Rij (resp. Lij) is the number of different produetiorts Xi  ~ AX j  
YVN (resp. Xi  --,- X jA  ~ VNY). 
The matrix A = (Ai~.) is defined by A := AR q- AL.  Obviously, the three 
matrices A R , A L , A are nonnegative matrices. In the following let VN\Y :-~ 
{Xi l0  ~< i ~< N}. We now prove 
THEOREM 1. Let Gj = (VN, VT , P, X~) be a LCFGC. Defining the vectors 
t(n) and ~(n)  by 
\tN[n)/ 
and 
\tN(n) ~(n) / '  
we obtain 
(a) t(n) = A~-~t(1) for n ~ 1, (4) 
n--3 
(b) ~(n)  = nt(.) - ~ A'&A'~-'-~t(1) for n >i 1. (5) 
i~0  
Proof. Let n r := l{(X~, , a) ~ P l a ~ Vx}], 0 ~ r ~ N. 
(a) With the definition of A~ we obtain immediately 
N 
F~(z) = n~z + z ~ A~F~(z). 
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Using the definition of F~(z), 0 ~< v ~ _N. this expression is equivalent to 
t(n) = At(n -- 1) 
or  
(b) 
t (n)  = A~-lt(1) with t(l) = . 
With the definition of Ri~ and Li~ we obtain immediately 
G~(z, 1) = n,z, 
JV 
G,,(z, k) = n~z + z ~, [R~,~Gv(z, k -- 1) + Lr~G~(z, k)], 
v=O 
and therefore 
at(z, k) = nn,z + z ~ (Rr~ -~ L**) G~(z, k) -- z ~ R,.~a,(z, n) 
k=l  v=O 1;=1 v=O 
N 
V=0 
Using the definition of ui(n) in formula (3), it is not hard to show that 
t,.(1), 
N 
'0~0 
N N 
ur(n ) ,-- ~ (Rr~ + Lr~)u~(n -- 1) -1- ~ Lr~tv(n-  l) for n /> 3. 
v~O ~=0 
Defining 
u(o  = (u°!n) t 
this expression is equivalent to 
u(1) = t(l), 
u(2)  = At ( l ) ,  
u(n) =Au(n- -  1 )+ALt (n - -  1) for n />3.  
643142/3-8 
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Using part (a) of this theorem, we obtain the solution of this recursion formula. 
We get 
n--3 
u(n) = A~-~t(l) q- ~ AiALA--~-2t(I) for n ~ 1. 
i=0  
Hence we have, with (3), the definition of 9t°(n) and part (a): 
o~¢~(n) = nt (n ) -  ~ AidLAn-i-~t(1). 
i=0  
Since AL ~ A ~ A R , we obtain also: 
3¢g(1) = t(l), 
n--3 
3q°(n) = 2t(n) + ~ A'ARAn-~-~t(1 ) for n ~ 2. 
i=O 
Now, let p, q be two vectors with m components. We define the quotient p/q by 
with 
zi ~ Pilqi for qi C~ O, 
l~ i~m,  
0 for qi = 0, 
where Pi (resp. qi) is the ith component of the vector p (resp. q). With Theorem 1
and the above remark we obtain immediately 
THEOREM 2. Let G~ = (VN, VT , P, Xj) be aLCFGC. We get for the vector 
(a) S(1) = tO)It(l), 
\S j(,,)/ 
S(n)  = 2An-It(I) + ~ AiARAn-'-~t(1 ) n-at(l) for n ) 2, 
1=0 
or equivalently 
(b) S(n) : nAn- i t ( I ) -  ~ AiAzA.-~-2t(l --at(1 ) for n >/ 1. 
i=0  
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EXAMPLE. We consider the LCFGC G O ~ (VN, VT, P, Xo) with VN = 
{Xo, X1, Xz,  Ao, A~}, V T = {ao, a l ,  as} , Y = {Ao, A2} , and the productions 
2(o --~ X1A2 + XoAo + ao, 
X x --+ AoX ~ + a l ,  
X2 -+ A2Xa 4- AoXo -k a2, 
A 0 --~ gl 0 
A 2 -+ a 2 . 
We obtain 
AR = 0 , AL = 0 , 
, 1 0 
A simple induction argument shows 
A~-  0 , 
1 
t0 )  = • 
/ F ib (k - -  l) F ib(k- -  1) F ib (k - -2 ) \  
A k = [F ib (k - -Z)  F ib (k - -2 )  F ib(k- -  3)J for k >~ 2, 
\F ib (k - -  1) F ib(k- -  1) F ib (k - -Z)  
where Fib(n) is the (n + 1)th Fibonacci number defined by 
Fib(k) ~0 for k<0,  
Fib(0) = Fib(l) -- 1, 
Fib(n + 2) ~- Fib(n + 1) + Fib(n) for n ~> 0. 
With Theorem I, part (a), we obtain 
[ Fib(n) ) 
t(n) - A"-at(1) ~ {F ib (n"  1) for n ~ 1. 
\ Fib(n) 
Therefore there are to(n ) = Fib(n) derivation trees ~-~ To(n ). Furthermore we 
get for the sum of vectors in Theorem 2, part (a), 
lax(n)\ 
Z A~ARA"-i -zt(1) = {az(n)~, 
i=0  \a.(n)/ 
where 
al(n) -- §n(Fib(n) + Fib(n -- 2)) -- § Fib(n -- 1) -- 4 Fib(n -- 2) for n ~ 3, 
az(n) ~- §n(Fib(n -- 1) + Fib(n -- 3)) + ~- Fib(n -- 1) -- 4 Fib(n -- 3) for n ~ 3, 
a3(n ) = al(n ) + Fib(n) for n ~ 3. 
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~(1) = l, 
~(2) = 2, 
S(n) = la2(n)/Fib(n-- 1) + for n >~ 3, 
\ a~(n)/Fib(n) , 
and asymptotically: 
[~°(n)~ 1 /(5 --  5~/2)n + (9- 5 ~'~ --  19) 
S(n) = |S~(n)l ----- ~ ~(5 --  5~/2)n + (10" 5 x/2 --  14)/. 
\&(~)/ (s - 5~/~), + (9 -s  ~/~ - 14) I 
Therefore the average stack size of a tree • E To(n ) is asymptotically given by 
S0(n) ----- -~-(5 --  5~/~)n + ½(9" 5~/z - -  19)~= 0.5528n -l- 0.2249. 
III. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE AVERAGE STACK SIZE 
OF A LINEAR CFGC 
In this section we deduce some results from the general formulas of Theore m 2 
for the average stack size of a LCFGC.  In the following, x ~ y means that 
corresponding components of the vectors x and y fulfill the relation "less than 
or equal." To the same effect we write A ~ B if A and B are matrices. 
Since A R , A L , and A are nonnegative matrices, we get 
- -AiALAn-i-2 ~ O. 
Therefore we obtain with Theorem 2 for all n >~ 0: 
g(n) ~< n. 
Now let Gj = (VN, VT, P, X;) be a LCFGC with matrix A having the minimal 
polynomial 
m(x) = ~ (x - -  IZ  ~. 
We assume the eigenvalues l i , 1 ~ i ~ m, to be so ordered that 
[[11 = [[J l  > I /~+1 I /~ IIAI, 
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2 ~ j  ~< p, p + 2 ~ A ~ m. If K[£/] is the ring of matrices generated by 
matrix A, then Mk ~ K[A], k ~ [1 : m], is the main idempotent tothe eigenvalue 
l k and Nk e K[A], k e [1 : m] is the main nilpotent o the eigenvalue Ik. With 
the theorem of Frobenius (Gantmacher, 1965), A ~ has a representation f the form 
with 
An = ~ 12-'Bkj 
k=l 5=0 
Bk~=Mk iff j=O 
=Nk o" iff j~  1. 
(6) 
We now prove 
THEOREM 3. Let G~. = (VN, V, ,  P, X~) be a LCFGC. The 
behavior of the average stack size Sj(n) can be described by 
SXn) = ,~ " F~%) + ~'~)(,,) + 0(1/,0 (<-< "), 
asymptotic 
where F~J)(n) and F~)(n) are quotients of trigonometric polynomials in n. 
Proof. It is not hard to construct LCFGCs with an asymptotic average stack 
size of the above form (of. Kemp, 1978). We now prove that S'j(n) can only have 
the asymptotic representation given in our theorem. We make use of the following 
numerical result (Knuth, 1973; Kemp, 1978), 
E n - - i  xi  ~ 
~=o t~ t~+J+ 1 
_ - ( j  n )+1 for x= land/~=0 
2,=0 ..~f= 0 
for x ,= 1 and/~/> 1 
for x#l ,  
where a~s . and b~j, are independent of n. Using this relation and formula (6) 
we get 
.-2 
(a) Y A'ARA"-~-~t(I) .-2 = l~ Pk(n), 
'=0 k=l 
(b) A"-lt(1) ~ ~-1 = lk Qk(n), 
k2=l 
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where Pk(n) and Qk(n) are vectors having polynomials in n as components. 
I f  P~,~(n) (resp. Q~.~(n)) is the ith component of the vectors Pk(n)) (resp. Qk(n)), 
then we obtain with Theorem 2, part (a), if t~(n) ~ 0: 
,_q~(n) = 2 -¢- E~=I [Zk/la]"-l " Qk.y(n) 
Sinceilk/ l l l  < l fo rk  ~p+ lwehavefora l l r~Nandk/>p~- l :  
Hence 
S~(n) = 2 + 
[ l~  l " .n  ~ ~i~ I-UJ = 0. 
ll E~:I [l~/It]'-l " Qk.~(n) + 11" v~(n) 
where 
~ I- z,~ 1 --~ 
uj(n) = k ~+1 L l 1 J • P~. j (n)  and 
[ l~ 1 "-2 
k=~o+l 
are sequences which tend to zero for n -~ ~.  
Since _/J is a nonnegative matrix there exists a dominant real nonnegative 
eigenvalue (Gantmacher, 1965). Let this eigenvalue be 11 . Then we have 
Ik = ll exp(ifi~), 1 ~ k ~ p, i 2 = --1. 
Making use of this relation and of the fact that P~,j(n) and Qk,j(n) are polynomials 
in n, we can conclude that Sj(n) has the form 
St(n) = 2 + 
Z~=o n~ • ~(n  - 2) + u,(n) 
l, ~j~o nj "¢j(n --  1) + ll • v~-(n) '
where %.(n) and Cj(n) are trigonometric polynomials. Since 0 ~ ~qj(n)~ n 
for all n ~ ~, it is not hard to show that for almost all n the average stack size 
~-(n) can only have a representation fo the form 
where the functions F~Jl(n) and F~J)(n) are quotients of trigonometric polynomials 
in n. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
For any context-free (nonlinear) grammar G in Chomskynormalform it is 
possible that in the general case S(n) does not grow linear in n (de Bruijn et aL, 
1972). In this paper we have proved that the average maximum stack size S(n) 
of a derivation tree with n leaves of a linear CFGC G - -  (VN, Vx, P, X) with 
a special production system is asymptotically given by 
S(n) = n " Fl(n) + F~(n) ( <~ n), 
where Fl(n ) and F~(n) are quotients of trigonometric polynomials, I f  G is a 
LR(k)-grammar, then S'(n) is the average maximum stack size of the LR(k)- 
parser during the recognition of a word w of length n generated by G. 
Regarding the proof of Theorem 3 we see that the asymptotic value of S(n) is 
either a linear function in n or a constant, if matrix M has only one dominant 
eigenvalue. I f  matrix A R (resp. Az) is an element of ring K[A] or if the zero 
matrix is the only nilpotent matrix in K[M], then it is possible to determine 
functions Fa(n) and F2(n ) explicitly in general (Kemp, 1978). 
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